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A STUDY OF TRE PITCHXG MO:dENTS AND 

THE STABILITY CHARACTERISTICS OP ROBOPLAHES* . 

By George J. Higgins 

SUm.4RY 

. 
This note presents a study of the pitching moments 

and the stability characteristics of monoplanes. Expres- 
sions for the pitching-moment coefffcient and the Dfehl 
stabflity coefficient for the monoplane are developed, 
suitable for the use of airplane designers.‘.‘The effec- 
tive difference between the high-wing and low-wing types 
is portrayed and discussed. Comparisons between expert- 
mental and computed values are made. Charts for use in 
the solution of numerS.cal values of the pitching-moment 
and stability coefficfents are presented. 

-.- 

:- 

2TOTATIOB OF SYKBOLS 

The basic symbols are used alone and also with sub- 
scrfpts, m for wing and t for tail; e.g., SW, wing 
area and CLt' lift coefficient of tail. , 

‘Et , pitching moment, ft.-lb. i 
=r -. --..;I 

%.g. 2 pitching moment about the center of gravity. 
-- -- * 

13 
.<I --- 

O* 2413’ pitching moment about a point 24 percent of the 
chora from the leading edge on the mean aero- 
dynamic chord. 

.;- --- 
Id Cm =,qSC* pitching-moment coefficient. 

---- -------- -.-- - 
*Thesis submitted in uartilal fulfillment of the requfre- 

meats for the degrse of Aeronautical Engineer in the 
Graduate School of the University of Michigan, June 
3.934, 
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S, area* 

C# chord. 

9 =8 P Ve, dynamic. pressure, lb. per sq.ft'. 

P* mass density of standard air, 0.002378 slug8 
per cu.ft. at 29.92 inches of Hg and 59' P. 

V, velocity, ft., per B0Ca 

H.A.C., mean aerodynamic chord. 

T, weight, lb. 

L, lift, lb. 

CL. ,E A., lift coefficient. 
SE- 

D, -- drag, lb. 

D-j+, 

Do ' 

DP9 

induced drag. '. 

profile drag. 

parasite drag. 

lever.arm of tail force, ft, 

tail efficiency. 

II, Diehl stability coefficient. 

k, a 

A= 

b, 

7, 

Sunk's biplane span factor. 

effective aspect ratio, 

span, ft. _ - - _ -_- -- - 
correction for plan-form shape, To for an 
elliptZca1 plan form. 

i 

--I 
. 

, 
- ._. 

-- 

iW, angle of .wing setting, degree.s.., 
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. 

i 

it, 

us 

angle of tail setting, degrees. 

angle of attack referred to airfoil chord, 
degrees. 

angle of attack referred to thrust line. 

absolute angle of attack, measured from the 
line of motion when the lift force is zero. 

- 

"Lb' 

V, 

angle of attack for zero lift. 

angle between the line joinfag the c.g. and the 
point 0.24~ and the line perpeddicular to the 
chord line of the wing, in a 
dire-ction, degrees. &.:I$+ 

YJ a' the angle 9 
tion instead of to the chord. 

e, 
6, 

angle of downwash, degrees. 

angle of pitch, degrees. 
; - 

INTRODUCTION 
.-- _-_ 

The longitudinal stability of airplanes has become 
increasingly important as air-passenger traffic has grown. 
The trend of design toward low-wing monoplanes with therr 
inherent stability problems has also brought about added 
study along these lines. 

One of the most important factors in the analysis of 
the longitudinal stability is the derivative of the pitch- 
ing moment cue to an angular increment of pitch, expressed 
as abf/de, or ax/da, Lieutenant Commander Walter S. 
Diehl of the Bureauof Aeronautics, Navy Department, devel- 
oped a system of static-stability analysis which has proved 
quite satisfactory; The stability CharaEteristics were 
determined in flight' for several naval airplanes nith re- 
gard to ahether they were stable or unstable. A coeffi- 
cient K was determined for each of these airplanes from 

ahf aCm m - 
the relationship E = KqWc or z z K - S using the re- 

sults of wind-tunnel tests on models of the respective 
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airplanes for dM ZZ' It was found.that values of K for 
s 

satisfactory longitudinal stability range from -0.0004 to 
-0.000.8: " 

This paper develops an analysis concerning the factors 
governing the term dM/da somekhat along the method used 
by Diehl but with the a,ddition of csrtain original modifi- 
cations and amplifications to ge'neralize the problem for 
applicgtion to all types of airplanes 'in a manner suitable 
for the aircraft designer, . 

l THE PITCSIhrG MOMENT OF AN AIRPLANE 

All parts,of an airplane exposed-to the air e=eri- 
ence pressures that total to produce th-e resultant pitch- 
ing 'moment of the airplane. Most of these components are 
small and are relatively unimportant in the study of lon- 
gitudinal stability. Conversely, the pitching moments of 
the wing proper and of the horizontal tail are very impor- 
tant and determine practically alone tho stability charac- 
teristics of the airplane. . t -. 

j 

I 
l I 

' : 

An analysis of the forces on the various parts under 
different conditions of flight sholcrs that for most conven- 
tional wing and fuselage arrangements the important force8 
are the wing lift, the wing induced drag, and the lift 
from the horizontal tail. For this analysis all.oth'er mo- 
ment--producing forces have therefore been neglected in or- 
der to simplify th-e relationships, The order of magnitude 
of the discrepancies may be seen by the comparison with 
data obtained from wind-tunnel tests and from airplanos 
in flight. 

Figure 1 BhOW8 a diagram of the vectors of tho wing 
lift and wing induced drag in relation to the mean aorody- 
namic wing and the center of gravity of the airplano. In 
this figure, the canter of gravity is shown both for a . 
high and a low wing position, the symbols being difforon- . 
tiatod by subscripts L and e, respoctivcly. The point 
0.24~ refers to the point 24 porcont of tho chord from tho 
leading odgo on the mean aerodynamic chord, about which 
point tho wing pitching moment is practically constant. 
This point is frequently called tho a.orodynanic canter 
(roforence 1). The ratio d/C roproscnts tho distance in 
fractions of the chord from tho cantor of gravity to tho 1 
point 0.24~. 

4 
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. 

Using the symbols previously xstea, one may write 
from figure 1 L 

Id C*g# = L, t +.Dp - Lt t q +mornent of tail) 

=,Lk r + Dm + L, d sin(q - CC) -!- ( 
1 

Da COS(C~ - a) - Lt ‘1 4. 

cm c*g. = cm0 aec + : [C-j',, sin(q) - .a)+ CD cos(Q - a)] - . .- 

dLw2 s, . 
But CD = CD, + cDi = CD, f --&$ -- -. 

_ 

as prevf0usl.y inentioaea, the effect,-of tkLe moments due- to 
the profile and parasite drags may be neglected in most 
cases, hence 

..I 

CL 2 
CD = a -- 

Gus = I? AW 

-_ 

(2) 

and 

%.g.= G mo. 24c i- a, ccl, 
CL.2 

C .W 
sin(q - a)+.T+ cos(cp - a) ] - 

w 

.l 

l 

Cm 
a rdcL; = C cog. mrJ* 2QC + ; xa--- a, sin& - a) -?- L -- .- 

1 
ac 

cos(cp - a) - -$‘a 
1 

=t x . .-: 

St 1 (4) 
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where 

d% W 0.1015 0.1015 --.-- = c---L: __-__ -c--m 
da 

E = = CL,’ 
AW 

an approximat.e ayerage. 

at = G A i, -4 it -- E (5) 

= aa + "L - i,+ it - E: (see fig. 2) 0 

By means of the foregoing expression, the pitching- 
moment coefficient for an airplane may be readily computed. 
In order to facilitate this computation, nomographic charts 
(figs. 3 and 4) have been prepared. 'Those charts appear 
complex due to the number of variables involved, but may 
be easily followed. Values of Cmo,-,ec (for practical 
purposes equal to Cmo) may be found in various N.A.C.A. 
reports or may be derived from the following empirical 
formula (see reference 2): 

cm = 
cl- 246 cl.10 + 3.8 (f - a); 

, 

I 

f. 

where x = distance from leading edge to C ordinate of maximum camber, 
in fractions of the chord. 

t = thickness, in fractions of chord. 
C 

E = camber, in fractions of .the chord. 
C 

The successive increments of the total pitching-moment 
coefficients are added together to obtain the final pitch- 
ing-moment coefficient about the center of gravity, or 

am = cm +c + c 
c.g. 0.24~ mLW mDi 

1 
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THE EQUATION FOB LONGITUDINAL STATIC STABILITY 

The princi-pal requirement for longitudinal static 
stabtlity is that the curve of the pitching moment (or 
pitching-moment coefficient) of the airplane when plotted 
on the basis of angle of attack should be smooth, have a 
negative slopo throughout and hav8 an angle of trim (zero 
moment, the condition of equilibrium) within tho flight 
range. The position of the angls of trim may be obtained a 
by a suitable value of the tail-plane setting. In g8ll8r- 
al most airplanes have regular, smooth curves but not all 
have the requirement of a satisfactory negative slope. 
Over a period of years the Navy Department has been.ob- 
taining data on airplanes in flight &a comparing thoir 
stability with the slop8 of their respective pitching- 
moment curves obtainod from data on fllodels. This work 
has beon roportod by Diohl who doveloped an empirical re- 
lation for the same. (Se0 roforonco 3.) This rolation 
is expressed as follows: 

or 

aM 
da= KqWc 

Diehl found values of K for satisfactory stability con- 
ditions to be as given in table I. From the values for 
the naval airplanes, the values for the commerc5al types 
have been deduced. - .- Values less numericamy than 42.0004 
should be considered too low and those greater numerical- 
ly than -0.0010 too high; the one produces too weak a re- 
sponse and the other would be a trifle too stiff for hand- 
ling. Positive values, of course,.indicate instability 
and should be avoided entirely. 

. 
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TABLE I 

STABILITY COEPFICILNT, K 
--e------Im----------T----- 

Type of airplane 

Fighter -0.00040 

Observation ---.00060 

Bomber , -.OCO80 

Sport, Racer - .00040 

Private, General purpose, 
Mail -.00060 

Commercial~transport, small -.@0060 

II II , large -.00080 
-----M-w------ - me--- --m----- -I--- 

In order to obtain a value of K, the stability co- 
efficient, for a particular airplane it Is first neces- 
sary to reduce equation (4) for the pitching-moment coef- 
ficient to its first derivative with respect to a, wh-ich 
is then an expression for its slo 
result can then be equated to K F 

e at any point. This 

Gf 
as given in equation 

(9). After expansion and obtaining the derivative, the 
important first-order terms mere retained &vine the fol- 
loning result: 

%E-E d 
daa l L= ’ C sin Ta 

dCLw 
aa-- (1 - 0.000456 aa2! -I- 

0.01667 

-t 
dCLw 
~~-- (0.0349 CIa - 0.00000354 OLa3) - 

I 
. 

t 
I 

I 
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s dC 
--%L6L = z [sin'.cpa F, 

.dCLt St 7, 

daa 
- CO8 cp; F2] - F3 ;a-- g--CT-) (11) 

W 
where - 

'0.000456 c&~, -I- 0.01667 

. 
dCL, 

F; = ,r. (0.0349 a, - o.obooos54 aa?) - t 

~ . 0.636 ($j 2} (13) 

36 dCL , 
l- a-s 

m 
(14) 

Charts of values of 
dc, 

F1 ,' of F2, and of !a and - .- dCd 
-pill be found-in figures 5,.6, and 7, res$ectivery. .-With 
given specifications for an airplane, a sclutfon for the 
stability coefficient may be readily found for any desired 

, angle of attack. L .- 
DISCUSSION 

Then biplanes were the'usual type of design, it usu- 
ally happened that the center of gravity was located very 
close to or on the mean aerodynamic chordb'.The-pftching 
momezlt against angle-of-attack curves obtained from wind- 
tunnel tests for this condition-mere nea%ly always approx- 
imately straight lines. This result le.d,to the assump- 
tion that 'all such moment curves might be similar. The 
subject was vague at best and not of sufficient %+ortance 
to demand more than simple flight tests to check the sta- 
bility, as the type was practically sure to be at least 
stable. But with the commerciai. aspect becoming,more and 
more important and the monopl,ane becoming the common type, 
more attention to the static stability is necessary before 
the manufacturer can go into production. quite satisfac- 
tory results may be obtained by a study of the important 
factors; horizontal center-of-gravity position, vertical 
center-of-gravity position, tail size and position, inter- 
ferences, and other variables. 
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Effect of Horizontal c.gD Position 

.- . 
As the c.g. position is varied fore and aft with re- 

spect to the wfng chord, the pitching-moment coefficient 
against angle-of-attack curve increases or decreases its 
slope rotating-about-a value of the condition when the 
lift f6rc.e j.s zero. The- exact values obtained, of course1 
are functions of the geometry of th8 particular airplane. 
It is well knonn that satisfactory stability usually oc- 
curs when the center of gravity is located between 25 and 
30 percent of the chord from the leadjlng edge. Figure 8 
shows this effect for a typfcal airplane. 

Effect of Vertical c.g. Position 

The vertical position of the center of gravfty Is vary 
important particularly in that on the prevailing monoplanes 
of low-wing type it tends to increase the stability prob- 
lems= In this development for the pitching-moment coeffi- 
cient, the vertical as well as the,hcrizontal location of 
the csnter of gravity is considered as shown by the derived 
expression. mhen the c.g. is above the chord the pftching- 
moment coefffcient (against a) curve is not a straight line 
but is a curve concave upward. Vhen the c.g. is below, the 
curve is concave do-ivnward, The tFio types bend away from 
each other as the angle of attack increases. Figure 9 is 
a chart illustrating these effects for monoplanes of differ- 
ent wing locations. 

Figure 10 is a vector diagram for a monoplane, on 
which are plotted tfie-.c.g. for a parasol arrangement and 
the cog* for a-low-wing arrangement. In the.formsr case 
the pencil of resultant force vectors points above the 
coga with an increasing moment arm from the c.g. to the 
force vector as the -angle of attack is fncreased. For the 
high c;g. the vectors point below and produce decreasing 
moment arms as the angle increases. In the first case an 
increasing slope to the nomont curve is produced, and in the 
second case a decreasing slope. 

. 

-- ! 

.; 

Itis then evident that the stability characteristics 
of the low-wing monoplane are decidedly different from the 
high-wing or parasol typ-e. Given two airplanes of 'ftke 
characteristics at high speed, th-e low-wing airplane with 
its high c.gc would be the less stable and the high-wing 
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airplane would be too s-table at low speeds. In neither 
case can the same degree of stability be obtained for 
both the high- and low-speed condit%onsS- 

Using the Diehl stability coefficient X 'and assum- 
ing like t.ail-plane areas and effects, figure 11 has been 
drawn to illustrate the relation between the location of‘ 
the c*g. and K. Bere are shown lines of equal values of 
K; one set for high speed (a = 0') and one set for 10% 
sp.eed (CG = 20'). Satisfactory vaiues are indicated. In 
order to be within the desirable range, the location of 
the cOg* is limited to a small diamond-shaped area just 
aft of the point 0.24~ on the chord line. A heavy line 
is shown on which the c.g. might be placed and where equal 
values of K for low and for high speed might be obtained; 
with a mid-wing monoplane or a biplane this could be done, 
but it is impracticable with other.types. FigiiEe 11 may 
also be used to obtain rough preliminary stability infor- 
mation by correcting for the tail plane as indicated. 

St E Effect of variables A,, At, -, -, and q 
SW c 

In figure 12, graphs are given showing the effect of 
the other variables of the stability equation, A&, -At, 
St -,-k and q. SW .c An increase in the "effective" aspect ratio 

of the wing b&J improves the stabilisg in an indirect 
manner, principally through reduction of the downwash on 
the tail plane. Vith an increase of A, the value of K 
ther'efora increases more rapidly, however, for a high- 
wing than for a low-ming monoplaner The change of K 
with angle of attack or speed is also indicated in this 
figure. The efficiency of the high wing is again evident. 

The remaining variables bear straight-line relation- 
-ships with K and may be considered together as func- 7 
tions of certafn'basic values. 'Figure 12. also sho%s the 
effects of tail efficiency q, 
ratio At,, 

effective tail LsDtYotY - 
as well as of ratios St/S,, and lever arm 

in-terms of the chord, L/c. D.iffer9n-t scales for each 
variable make it possible to use single curves and show 
at once the relative change in K due to a modification 
in the tail and its efficiency. The geometry o-f the tail 
may be readily changed by the designer to fit his require-% 
ments; the tail efficiency, however, is not so easily mod- 
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if'ied and n*ece'sBitates'a detailed 'study of -the wing, fuse- 
lage; and tiotdr interferences. A tail efficiency of 70 
to 80 percent is an average value for the present-day 
type of monoplane. An .e,fficiency of 80 to 90 percent is 
"probable of attainment where extreme care is taken in fil- 
l,eti,n'g; cowling, tin'a. Yoy' tl'~e smooth fairing of the fuse- 
lage.. A large'aspe.ct rat.i.0 of the tail is also beneficial 
as it, removes the effe.ctive area-from the fuselage and its 
detrimental interference-. Thin wings materially aid in 
reducing the turbulence'troubles of fuselage-wing inter- 
ference. . ;, . 

:. 
. . 

. 
‘.. 

. I 

Effect of Fillets and Burbling 
l 
. 

In rboent'wind-tunnel testing on airplane models, it 
ha,s been noticed that.irregularities in the curves of the 
pitching-moment coefficient (Cm against a) for low-wing 
monoplanes o'ccur in th-e region of the stall. In two or 
three cases this irregularity, or hump, in the curve 
proved a very unsatisfactory condition which had to be 
eliminated, The addition of larger fillets between the 
thick monoPlane wing and the fuselage only aggravated the 
difficulty. Smaller fillets and an enlarged tail area 
aided materially. 

From an analysis of the effect of the wing lift in : 
the moment equation, it may be seen that at the stall, or 
burble pdint, the decrease in lift reduces the positive 
moment and allows the beneficial negative moment of the . tail to govern. This effect increases the negative slope 
of the tail t';rereby g.reatly aiding the stability. The 
curves labeled a in figure 13 show the lift coefficient 
CL, pitching-moment coefficient c,, and stab-ilfty coef- 
.ficient I for a hypothetical low-wing airplane, curves 
b, a low-wing airplane with burbling effects, and curve 
c , : a' BdW~wing airplane with fuselage interferences in ad- 
dit ion. The hump previously mentioned is evident. The 
unfilleted wing-fuselage arrangement-produces a far better 
shaped curvea As filleting is actd.ed the curves tend to. 
approach the curves b, and, as burbling is prevented, a 
bad hump is developed. It is well knoirin that filleting 
tends to prevent buffeting, yet the designer should assure 
himself that-the stability is ampler in the region of the 
stall. '),'. , 

I 

I 

’ I 
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Iffect of Loading 

The large commercial transports often have a big 
range of horizontal center-of-gravity position between the 
fully loaded condition and the empty condition,.-as when 
ferrying* A change of 10 percent from 0.34 M.A.C. to 0.24 
M.A.C..' is common. This condition makes it difficult to 
obtain satisfactory stability characteristics at all an- 
gles of attack,.- Figure 8 is a chart giving a series of I TV---- 
curves of Cm and K Representing values for a low-wing 
monoplane with the c.g. at 0.34 M.A.C. and at 0.24 X.A.C. 
and with three tail areas; St is shown in this figure 
that considerable difficulty will be encountered and it 
would often be advisable to carry lead weights to maintain 
a more reasonable weight distribution in the unloaded con- 
dition, 

Comparison with Tests 

Several sets of data from tests on airplane modelsin 
the wind tunnel (University of Detroit 7- by IO-foot wind 
tunnel) were available and have been used to compare ana 
judge the general accuracy of the basic assumptions and 
the final form of the above-derived equations of the pitch- 
ing=moLent and the stability coefficients. Four typical 
designs have been chosen: a high-wing cabin monoplane, 
an open cockpit parasol monoplane, a small low-wing air- 
plane, and a larg-e commercial low-wing transport. 

Figure 14 gives the pitching-moment coefficient 
against absolute angle of attack of-a four-place high-wing 
cabin monoplane. A pitching-moment curve computed from 
the equation is included for comparison. - The agr6~efEEt 
between the test curve and that computed is very good. 
After the burble the test values drop away as expected. 
The stability characteristics of thi,s airplane are qune 
oatisfactory and agree with the values derived from the 
equation. 

Figure J&gives a similar comparison for a parasol 
monoplane. In the computation of the -pitching moment a 
tail efficiency of 80 percent was chosen. Bad 78 percent 
been used, the computed pitching-moment coofffciont curve 
would have agreed ideally with the wind-tunnel test data.- 
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In the first comparisons, high-wing arrangements were 
used whereas figures 16 and 17 show curves for low-wing 
types: Figure 16 contains the data for a small cabin air- 
plan-e. The change in the general shape of the curvQs is 
to be noted, typical of the low-wing position. The agree- 
ment here is also very satisfactory both for Cm and for 
II. 

Figure 17 is for a large high-speed passenger trans- 
port. Test values for II agree very closaly with the' 
computed values. The Cm curve as computed, however, is 
displaced vertically from the tQst-value curvom This ver- 
tical shift ropresonts a variation in tail setting of ap- 
proximately 0.4', a possible and unimportant error in 
model construction. 

From tests on a Fairchild T-22 airplane by the N,A.C.A. 
(rof-orenco 4), values of Cm for that airplano aro givan 
in figuro 18. Computed values show good agroomont of sta- 
bility coofficiont as the shapes of the two curves for K 
aro similar. With a chango in tail 
dence of approximately 1.6', tho Cm 

setting or wing inci- 
curves would also 

agree. 

General 

The effect of lengthening the tail lever arm is ospe- 
cially beneficial to the stability of an airplane. The 
general expression for the damping in pitch, 

(where c is the angular velocity in pitch) gives the sec- 
ond power of the variable 1. The criterion of static sta- 

dCmc 
bility da l G 'has it as the first power. Any increase 

in the tail length then not only increases ths static sta- 
bility considerably but increases th-e dynamic atability 
still more, a point not to be noglectod. The structural 
difficulties, however, must also bo considered. 

Theso two oxprQssions for Cm 
C.C5* 

and K, or 

d cm cd5.L -w-v 
da mak=o it possible readily to cstimato and computo 

W.-F -7 

I 

* i I 
, ! 
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values of the pitching-moment coefficient, find the angle 
of trim, and determine the stabilfty characteristics for 
various typos of airplanes with satisfactory accuracy to 
insure good full-scale results. Certain assumption5 in 
regard to drag effects havo been made but, in light of the 
agreemcnt.obtainod with experimental data, it is felt that 
these assumptions have been justified. 

It is'important to noto that the CmO.sec has disap- 

peared from the expression for the stability coefficient. 
This disappearance is, of course, due to' the fact that 
the ming moment about that point is constant and does not 
change with the angle of attack. The stability of the 
airplane is independent of the pitching-moment character- -- 
istrcs of the wing. 

CONCLUSIONS * 

This study on the longitudinal stability of the pres- 
ent-day airp'lane has develoqed expressions for the pitch- - .- 
ing-moment coefficient and the static'stabilitg- that may 
be used with confidence by airplane designers. 

The distinctive type of the pitching-moment curves 
for the high-wing and low-wing monoplane makes the stabil- 
ity treatment of ea.ch a separate problem. The dimensional 
characteristics required for stability of the high-wing 
monoplane are determined by the minimum allowable at an- 
gles of attack corresponding to high speed-and the. in- 
creasing stiffness of the controls as the an&ie- of attack 
approaches the stall. The low-wing monoplane, however, 
may be unstable at high angles of attack if the dimensiou- 
al characteristics are such as-to give 5.atisfactory sta- 
bility at low angles. 

The effect of burbling of the flow is, in general, 
beneficial to the stability, tending to nake the airplane 
controls stiff beyond the stall. 

Filleting as used on low-wing monoplanes is detrimen- 
tal to stability, but this effect can be overcome by other 
means. 

The stability of tho airplane is found to be independ- 
ent Of the pitching-moment characteristics of wings of con- 
ventional type. 
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Figure IS.- Variatian of pitching-moment 
coefficient with absolute angle 

of attack for a ~11 low-wing airphxne. 
University of Detroit 7 by 10 ft. wind-tunnel. 
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coefficient with absolute angle 
of attack for a colmnercfal low-wing trenspat. 
University of Detroit 7 by 10 ft. wind-tunnel. 
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coefficient with absolute 
angle of attack for a parasol monoplwe. 
N.A.C.A. full-scale wind tunnel. 


